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Resumo
A condução autónoma tornou-se uma área de estudo cada vez mais relevante à medida que a
sociedade se tem tornado mais autónoma. A localização é um dos aspectos mais importantes num
veículo autónomo pois é essencial que o robô saiba onde está de modo a conduzir sozinho.
Nesta dissertação é usado um robô previamente construído bem como a sua aplicação de con-
trolo. Esta aplicação foi modificada de forma a permitir o uso do robô em eventos de demon-
stração.
Este trabalho apresenta uma maneira de se fazer a localização baseada em hodometria e infor-
mação visual para a complementar. A aplicação de decisão e controlo já existente foi adaptada de
modo a incluir o novo algoritmo de localização. Outras alterações foram realizadas para melhorar
o estado do sistema para demonstrações, tais como a implementação de novos percursos e a incor-
poração de um controlo remoto e LEDs. Um sensor Kinect foi usado de maneira a mover o robô
até à pessoa ou objeto mais próximo. É proposta uma nova arquitetura. Assim, foi implementada
uma camada ROS de modo a permitir a comunicação do robô, enquanto providencia abstração de
hardware.
A localização foi calculada usando informação de sensores de Hall fixados em motores brush-
less e a distância à linha limite da pista. Esta distância é obtida através da análise dos frames
captados pela camara de um sensor Kinect ou é simulada dentro da aplicação do controlo. O al-
goritmo foi testado no simulador onde foi possível verificar a correção da posição. A correção da
posição do robô permite que esta seja corrigida para um valor mais realista, tornando a visualiza-
ção mais precisa.
As melhorias sobre a aplicação permitem demonstrações mais interessantes, incorporando
modos de controlar os LEDs não só automaticamente mas também manualmente.
Cinco novos percursos para apresentações foram criados e testados de modo a permitir mais
demonstrações, assim como testar todos os algoritmos implementados.
Um simples comportamento para o robô foi também testado: este segue, sem colidir, o ponto
mais próximo encontrado numa nuvem de pontos medidos pelo sensor Kinect. Este comporta-
mento foi testado em simulação e no robô real.
A camada ROS melhorou a arquitetura do robô, providenciando abstração de hardware e co-
municação com camadas de software construídas especificamente para este robô.
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Abstract
Autonomous driving has become a relevant research field as society is becoming more and
more autonomous. Localization is one of the most important aspects in an autonomous vehicle as
it is essential for the robot to know where it is in order to drive on its own.
In this dissertation, a previously built robot and its control application are used. This applica-
tion is upgraded in order to enable the robot to be used for demonstrative purposes.
This work presents a way of performing a robot’s localization using odometry and visual
information to complement it. The existing decision and control application was adapted in order
to include the new localization algorithm. Other improvements were carried out to advance the
state of the system for demonstrations, like implementing new courses and including LEDs and
remote control. A Kinect sensor was used in order to move the robot to the closest person or
object. A new architecture is proposed, so a ROS layer was implemented, allowing communication
between the robot and the application, while providing an hardware abstraction.
The localization was computed using odometric information from Hall sensors mounted on
brushless motors and the distance to a track line. This distance is obtained from the analysis of
frames captured by the camera of a Kinect sensor or is simulated in the application. This algorithm
was tested on the simulator, where it was possible to verify the position correction. The position
correction allowed for the robot’s position to be updated for a more realistic value as well as it
provided a more accurate visualization.
The improvements over the application allowed more interesting demonstrations by incorpo-
rating both manual and automatic LEDs control.
Five new courses were created and tested to not only allow more presentations, but also test
all the algorithms implemented.
A simple behaviour for the robot was developed and tested: it follows without hitting the
closest point found in the depth cloud of the measurements made by the kinect device. This
behavior was tested in both simulation mode and in the real robot.
The ROS layer improved the robot’s architecture, providing hardware abstraction and commu-
nication with other software layers that were built in an ad-hoc fashion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
Autonomous driving has become a relevant research field as society is becoming more and
more autonomous. An autonomous vehicle is capable of driving itself by making the decisions for
its journey without human aid. For that reason, autonomous vehicles, also called smart vehicles,
are being studied and implemented all over the world as they are a solution to improve the safety
and efficiency of the transportation systems by lowering the number of crashes due to human error.
Autonomous vehicles are also used for military purposes as "every “dull, dirty, or dangerous” task
that can be carried out using a machine instead of a human protects our warfighters and allows
valuable human resources to be used more effectively" [3].
Autonomous driving poses several challenges, such as positioning, path planning and naviga-
tion. Positioning is one of the most researched topics in mobile robotics and many solutions have
been proposed to solve the problem [4]. Some examples are odometry, inertial navigation and
landmark navigation.
Competitions play a crucial role regarding the research and development of any robotics field.
With every competition the robots become better and smarter and provide great material for further
research. Some of the most prominent competitions are the DARPA Challenges. Originally held
in the desert, it evolved into an urban setting, increasing the complexity of the challenge.
1.2 Motivation and Goals
The present dissertation is part of the existing autonomous driving project. As subject of
previous dissertations, the robot system is already built and is of great value if such could be used
to promote robotics, namely around schools in order to capture the interest of students.
Thus, the goals for this dissertation are:
• Participate in the Portuguese National Festival of Robotics
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• Adapt the technical architecture of the robot to partially support ROS without breaking
compatibility to previous control software so that one could attain hardware abstraction
• Implement localization for circle and line segment piecewise based tracks
• Advance the intelligence of the robot by realistically simulating it, with the production of
virtual measures that enable more complex localization systems
• Widen the applicability of the demonstrator unit to other courses
• To set the way to even more closed loop behaviors
• To set the way for interesting demonstrations
• Advance the state of the robotic demonstrator unit
1.3 Document Structure
In chapter 2 a state-of-the-art and literature review are presented.
In chapter 3 a problem definition is given and an overview of the initial state of the demon-
strator unit is presented.
Chapter 4 covers the work implemented.
In chapter 5 tests and results are provided to verify the implementation.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the conclusions and future work related to the dissertation.
And lastly, an appendix is provided with relevant information for a better understanding of this
dissertation.
Chapter 2
State-of-the-Art and Literature Review
This chapter presents a state-of-the-art and literature review for autonomous driving. First, a
localization overview is given. Then the ROS framework is presented.
2.1 Competitions and Demonstrations
Robotic competitions are of extreme importance as they promote science and technology not
only to the public but also to sponsors and investors. They allow for presentation and sharing
of new developments with the academic community and industry and serve as motivation for
students.
2.1.1 National Robotics Festival - Autonomous Driving
Held each year in a different city, the competition goals are to autonomously drive a track
shaped like a traffic road, identify signaling panels, detect and avoid obstacles in the track and
park in a designated area [5].
The track for the competition can be seen in figure 2.1. Traffic signs are also presented in fig.
2.2. Their identification is not mandatory, but bonus points are awarded if detected and identified
with success.
The competition is divided into three rounds held on consecutive days with each round having
a more complex setup.
The first round is a pure speed test. The robot has to identify the signaling panels (figure 2.3)
in order to start the round and complete two laps in the circuit in minimum time.
In the second round, besides identifying the panels, an obstacle present in the track has to be
detected and avoided. A continuous central line and a set of traffic signs will be placed in unknown
positions.
The third and final round will use the signaling panels and traffic signs, a tunnel and a con-
struction site, which reflects a detour from the original route of the track. The robot will also have
to park. One of the two parking places will be occupied with an obstacle. The location of the
obstacle is unknown in advance.
3
4 State-of-the-Art and Literature Review
Figure 2.1: Autonomous driving track
Figure 2.2: Traffic signs
Figure 2.3: Signaling panels
2.1.2 DARPA Challenges
Founded by the Defense Advance Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the DARPA Chal-
lenges are autonomous driving competitions. The following editions were carried out, each one
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with more complexity than the previous:
• 2004 DARPA Grand Challenge
• 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge
• 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge
• 2012 DARPA Robotics Challenge
These competitions are very attractive, with two million dollar prizes for the first place, one
million dollars for the second and 500.000 dollars for the third place. These competitions are
organized in order to promote the development of autonomous vehicles for military use. DARPA
expects one third of their ground combat vehicles to be unmanned by the year 2015 [3].
For the purpose of this dissertation, the most interesting competition is the Urban Challenge.
2.1.2.1 DARPA Urban Challenge
Held in November of 2007, this competition features ground vehicles maneuvering in a mock
city environment. The vehicles were supposed not only to complete a 60 mile (96 km) urban
course in less than six hours but also to interact with other contestant vehicles while respecting the
traffic rules just like an actual city.
The goals of the competition are to drive correctly and safely at 20 miles per hour (approx.
32 km/h) passing through various checkpoints in its course. The vehicles were also supposed to
identify white and yellow lines and act accordingly to the traffic laws and conventions, such as
respect speed limits, traffic signs and safety distance between vehicles. Being capable of parking
and execute U-turns were also a requisite.
2.1.3 ELROB - European Land Robot Trial
Contrary to the DARPA Challenge, ELROB is not a competition but a series of trials, allowing
"to demonstrate and compare the capability of unmanned systems in realistic scenarios and ter-
rains" [6]. Such scenarios include "Camp Security", in a urban or semi-urban environment. This
type of scenario is helpful for developments in the security field, being useful in civil protection
as well as in disaster control.
In this trial the robot should detect, report and pursue intruders (specially marked for that
purpose) in a defined area whilst avoiding static and dynamic obstacles.
2.1.4 IARRC - International Autonomous Robot Racing Competition
The IARRC is a autonomous driving competition directed to college students where they have
the opportunity to design and build robotic vehicles fully automated [7]. It is an effort to promote
research in the autonomous mobile robotics field for both competitors and spectators.
In this competition the robot is expected to autonomously navigate a complex course, avoiding
obstacles and other vehicles. It is a racing competition, so there are no traffic signs or traffic lights.
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2.2 Localization
Localization is, without a doubt, one of the most important aspects in robotics and has been
the topic of great research [4]. Without it, there is no way of knowing where the robot is at.
There are two methods used for localization: relative positioning and absolute positioning [8].
When using relative positioning the initial position is known in advance and the current posi-
tion is calculated from the incremental movement. Some examples are odometry and dead reck-
oning.
On the other hand, with absolute positioning the robot does not know its starting point and
therefore it has to estimate it from other means. Such system would require, for instance, naviga-
tion beacons, landmarks or satellite-based navigation signals.
2.2.1 Dead Reckoning and Odometry
One way to estimate the position of the robot is through dead reckoning. It is one of the
most used techniques because of its simplicity as it uses information about the path traveled by
the wheels to estimate the robot’s pose. The robot’s pose consists in three parameters: x and y,
representing the robot’s position and θ , which represents its orientation.
The robot’s current pose is calculated using its previous pose and the path meanwhile traveled.
Therefore, it is a relative position, so the initial position is required to start the computation.
Although it is a simple and inexpensive method, with good results for short distances, it is
susceptible to many sources of errors, such as slippage, backlash and inaccuracies in the encoders.
Errors in odometry tend to add up, accumulating over time, so eventually the robot will need to
encounter a landmark or find another way to reset the odometer or update its position in order to
be able to localize itself.
The odometry equations are quite simple and translate the wheel revolutions into linear dis-
placement. However the equations do not hold in case of slippage or non planar surfaces. For the
most cases though, it is a pretty good approximation of the robot’s location. For the differential
steering robot the basic equations for the odometric position update are as follows:
p1 =
x1y1
θ1
= p0+∆p=
x0y0
θ0
+
∆s cos(θ +
∆θ
2 )
∆s sin(θ + ∆θ2 )
∆θ
 (2.1)
∆θ =
∆sr−∆sl
b
(2.2)
∆s=
∆sr+∆sl
2
(2.3)
Where
p1 is the current pose ;
p0 is the previous pose;
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∆sr and ∆sl are the traveled path for the right and left wheels, respectively;
b is the distance between the wheels.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the robot’s traveled path and provides a better understanding for the
equations above.
Figure 2.4: Robot’s traveled path
2.2.2 GPS
The Global Position System, GPS, is a localization system that uses the earth as its reference
frame. It provides not only the position but also the time information using the triangulation of
four or more satellites.
Unfortunately, such system is unable to be used indoors and its accuracy is within several
meters, making it unfit to use in small and medium vehicles.
2.3 ROS
ROS (Robot Operating System) is not an operating system in the traditional sense but a soft-
ware framework, providing libraries and tools to the development of robot applications under an
open source license. Among others ROS provides device drivers, libraries, visualizers and pack-
age management. One of its most important features is hardware abstraction, which allows for
code reuse.
The main concepts of ROS are nodes, messages, topics and services.[9]. Nodes are processes
performing some kind of computation. The system is usually comprised of several nodes, each
one responsible for its own task. The communication between nodes is made through the passing
of messages. A message is a data structure, such as an integer, a boolean, etc. . . Nodes send the
messages by publishing them on a specific topic. Other nodes “listen” to said topic by subscribing
to them. In other words, these nodes follow a publisher/subscriber model. A topic is simply
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a name used to identify the content of a message. All nodes interested in such message will
subscribe to said topic. There can be several publishers and subscribers for a given topic, all
unaware of each other’s existence. This paradigm is used to separate production of information
from its consumption. A service is defined by a pair of messages, one for the request and another
for the response. It’s more fitting for request/reply interactions than the publish/subscribe model.
A node provides a service under a string name and the client calls the service by sending a request
message and waits for its reply.
Figure 2.5: ROS example 1
Figure 2.6: ROS example 2
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 represent a graph visualization of some nodes running on a system. El-
lipses represent nodes and boxes represent topics. Topics can also be represented without boxes,
having its name on the arrow between nodes. In these examples it is illustrated the publisher-
subscriber model as /node1 publishes some message in /some_topic. /node2 and /node3 are
both subscribed to the same topic and have access to the same information.
The use of nodes allows for a modular structure. This is specially interesting for debugging as
separating different tasks into different nodes makes not also the software easier to understand but
also allows to alter some nodes without altering the others .
One of the advantages of using ROS is the number of tools available to the community such
as “Stage Simulator” or “Visual SLAM” that helps reducing the time developing the applications.
ROS is also multi-lingual, so different developers working on the same project are able to code
using different programming languages without problems.
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2.4 Kinect Sensor
The Kinect sensor (figure 2.7, source: [1]) is a peripheral for Microsoft’s Xbox 360 video
game system. The Kinect is the result of academic research by Microsoft Research division united
with PrimeSense’s technology.
Figure 2.7: Microsoft’s Kinect sensor [1]
Ever since its introduction to the market the Kinect has received a lot of attention, since it
allowed computers to "see" as a human, with built-in RGB and IR cameras, while being low cost.
This way the computer is capable of "seeing" in stereo, differentiate objects in space, track people
over time and space, and recognize body language.
What’s most interesting about the Kinect is that it allows an interactive human-machine inter-
face that was not previously accessible to the general public.
As mentioned before, the Kinect has two built-in cameras. It has an IR camera associated with
an IR projector to produce a “depth image” of the scene in front of it. Each pixel does not show
the color of the object but instead the distance from the sensor. This way a scene can be described
three-dimensionally, as each pixel has a position (i,j) but also a distance.
The second is a RGB camera, where each pixel captures the color of the light that reaches the
camera from that part of the scene. This camera has a digital sensor that is similar to the one in
many web cams and small digital cameras. It has a relatively low resolution (640 by 480 pixels).
Since the RGB and IR cameras are attached to the Kinect at a known distance, it possible to line
up the depth and RGB images and, for example, alter the color image based on its depth.
The Kinect has also four built-in microphones. This is particularly interesting for tracking
where the sound is coming from.
The Kinect has one last feature, its tilt motor. The Kinect can tilt its cameras and speakers up
and down. The motor’s range of motion is about 30 degrees.
The system has its limitations. The sensor’s depth range is from 0.8 to 3.5m. Its horizontal
field of view is 57 degrees and the vertical field of view is 43 degrees. Figure 2.8 (adapted from
[2]) illustrates these limits. Also, since the camera is based on the IR projection, the sensor cannot
identify the pixels were the IR is not reflected. For that reason it is common to see black shadows
around people and objects.
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Figure 2.8: Kinect limits [2]
There are several drivers and libraries available for using the Kinect, such as Lifreenect and
OpenNI. These are free and open source, giving the general public access to the RGB and Depth
images, motors and so on.
Chapter 3
Problem Definition
This chapter presents the scenario description as well as the initial state of the tools used
throughout the dissertation.
3.1 Scenario Description
As stated in the introductory chapter, this masters’ dissertation is part of the existing au-
tonomous driving project at FEUP’s robotics lab. Thus, the robot was already built and is the
focus of previous and current dissertations. The robot, named CondeDois in previous disserta-
tions, is shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: CondeDois Robot
The demonstrator was comprised of the robot, the Kinect sensor and the decision and control
application.
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The control application, capable of controlling the real robot, has also a simulator for the robot
and its environment. This application was already implemented in previous dissertations and is
key asset for the development of the project as it allows for software testing without using the real
robot.
The robot and the application communicate with each other through UDP sockets. Part of the
project consists in implementing an interface between the two using ROS. The rest of the project
is based on improving the application and robot itself to meet the goals of the dissertation. In the
next sections it is presented the state of both the robot and the application.
3.2 Robot Initial State
The robot system seen in fig 3.1 is composed of the several subsystems. The overall architec-
ture is shown in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Initial architecture diagram
All the decision making and perception is executed in the PC and an Arduino microcontroller
implements the drivers’ control which in turn controls the motor drives.
The Arduino also reads the odometric information from the Hall sensors, associated to each of
the wheels’ motors.
The Kinect sensor was used for localization and obstacle avoidance and communicates with
the application through UDP sockets as well. As part of another student’s dissertation, the robot’s
orientation and its distance to the track line should be sent from the Kinect to the control applica-
tion to be used to correct its position.
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3.3 Application Initial State
The application was developed by another student as part of his dissertation and its purpose
was to be used in the Autonomous Driving Competition at the Portuguese National Festival of
Robotics. It was designed to receive information from the robot, control it and visualize it but it
is also capable of simulating a robot. Therefore one can talk about three different robots: the real
robot, its image (projection) on the screen, called estimated robot, and the simulated robot.
The real robot exists in the world and sends the odometry information to the application. With
that information a robot is constructed in the application, by estimating the robot’s pose. The
simulated robot is also constructed within the application but its parameters are ideal and come
from within the application itself.
The application has a built-in simulator, where the world’s environment is simulated. There ,
one can find a simulation mode, with a simulated robot and a physical mode, with an estimated
robot.
Both the estimated and simulated robots have the same planned path, and follow the same
rules. The only difference between them relies on whether the odometry information comes from
the robots sensors or from within the application.
Figure 3.3: Initial decision and control application
The application allows the user to select the mode one wants to use - physical mode for the
real robot or simulation mode for the simulated robot - and set various parameters such as the
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competition round. It also presents some information such as the robot’s current position and
velocity.
The application was programmed using Lazarus IDE and Free Pascal.
3.4 Problem Description
To sum-up, in the beginning, the application was able to receive some data from the real world,
as the odometry and presence of obstacles and use that information to visualize and control the
robot.
Nonetheless, the application is only able to control the robot for a single, predefined course,
and despite being able to receive the information from the Kinect sensor, it is not used to correct
the robot. Another issue present is incompatibility. Several students are using the same robot unit,
working on different modules that need to be integrated in order for the robot to compete in the
festival. In the past, the robot was unable to compete due to incompatibility between modules.
For these reasons, and in order to improve the state of the demonstrator unit as well as to widen
its demonstrations’ capability the following set of requisites were outlined:
First of all, there is a need to understand the code of the application, as little to none documen-
tation is available. Then the application should be modified in order to use external information to
correct the robot’s estimated position.
As the application already has a simulated robot for testing, it would be of great value to have
simulated data to test the localization algorithms as this data is not yet available.
For its demonstrations purpose, a new set of courses are to be created and the ability to follow
the closest point should be implemented.
All of this should be done, without breaking compatibility, so a ROS interface should be
implemented.
Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter presents the solutions implemented in order to achieve the goals proposed in
section 1.2
First, the ROS layer implementation is presented, then the localization algorithm is deduced
and lastly the control application modifications are stated.
4.1 ROS Layer
As stated in chapter 2, the ROS framework allows for hardware abstraction and a modular
architecture by the use of nodes. Also, because of its publisher/subscriber model, it allows the
information being exchanged to be accessed by more than one entity. For these reasons a ROS
interface between the robot and the application was implemented.
The robot’s communication with the decision and control application is done through UDP
sockets. Appendix A lists all the ports connecting the ROS interface to the application.
The ROS layer between the robot and the application is comprised of several nodes and topics.
The robot’s information is published by some nodes in several topics that in turn are subscribed
by other nodes.
The ROS Groovy Galapagos [10] version was installed in the machine as it was the latest
version and no other version was compatible with the operative system installed in the laptop and
the several topics were then created:
/odometry – where the robot’s odometry information is published
/cmd_vel – where the velocity for the robot’s motors is published
/control_led – where the LEDs’ sequence command is published.
Figure 4.1 represents the layers in the demonstrator unit. The bottom layer represents the
robot hardware, responsible for writing the robot’s odometry information in the /odometry topic
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and reading the velocity from /cmd_vel to set the motors’ velocity. The top layer represents
the decision and control application, responsible for using the odometry information needed to
display the robot in its simulated environment as well as decide the values for the motors’ ve-
locities. The Kinect sensor is connected to the laptop via USB port, and a ROS nodelet is re-
sponsible for publishing its data into several topics. The topics used for accessing the data are
/camera/rgb/image_color for the RGB image, /camera/depth/image for the 11-bit depth im-
age and /camera/depth/points for the 3D point cloud.
Figure 4.1: Demonstrator unit layers
The communication between the ROS layer and the application is done through the use of
sockets in specific ports. The communication between the ROS layer and the robot is part of
another student’s dissertation and will not be discussed here. It is only needed to know that it
is capable of writing the robot’s odometry and read the velocity command into and from the
respective topics.
As part of this dissertation, the following nodes were implemented:
4.1.1 The Client/Server Application
Before ROS layer and the control application could communicate using UDP sockets, a small
client/server application was implemented. It is not a ROS node but its purpose was to create a
socket and test it using two terminal windows in order to create a socket in a ROS node afterwards.
It was also helpful in testing the application’s implementations. The code was written in C and
was adapted from [11].
4.1.2 The Odometry Subscriber
The odometry information allows the control application to know the robot’s position and draw
the robot’s image in the simulator. This information comes from the robot to the application.
The robot’s odometry is published in /odometry. This information is then available to all the
nodes subscribed to that topic.
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The odometry subscriber is a ROS node subscribed to the /odometry topic. This node listens
to the topic and when information is available it creates an UDP socket on a predetermined UDP
port, port 4449 in this case, and sends the information to the control application, acting as a client.
The odometric information is provided in a string variable, with the < odole f t ,odoright > for-
mat and represents the number of electrical impulses from the sensors.
4.1.3 The Odometry Publisher
To test the odometry subscriber an odometry publisher was developed. This node simulates a
robot traveling on a straight line as the left impulse count is always equal to the right one. This is
accomplished using a loop, where the variables are incremented in each cycle.
4.1.4 The Velocity Publisher
This information allows to control the robot’s velocity and comes from the control application
to the robot.
Acting as a server, the velocity publisher also creates an UDP socket that is connected to the
control application on port 4450. Through this connection the ROS node receives the velocity
information in a string with the < velle f t ,velright > format, and publishes it on the /cmd_vel topic
to be accessed by the subscribers using the twist variable, the variable type to represent velocity in
ROS.
4.1.5 The Velocity Subscriber
To test the velocity publisher a velocity subscriber node was also implemented. This node
subscribes to the /cmd_vel topic and its only purpose is to print on the screen the information
about the velocity that is being written onto the node.
4.1.6 The LED publisher
Once again an UDP socket is created, receiving the information for the eight LEDs presented
in the robot in port 4451. The application sends information on a string with the
< Led1,Led2,Led3,Led4,Led5,Led6,Led7,Led8 > format. Each field contains the RGB code
for the respective LED.
This is not the desired format to publish on the topic, as the sequence expected is [Led1R,Led1G,
Led1B,Led2R,Led2G,Led2B,Led3R,Led3G,Led3B,Led4R,Led4G,Led4B,Led5R,Led5G,
Led5B,Led6R,Led6G,Led6B,Led7R,Led7G,Led7B,Led8R,Led8G,Led8B]. This is because each
LED is separated into its three components, red, green and blue and are positioned in that specific
order. The value for each field is a 0 to 100 integer, representing the percentage of brightness for
the LED.
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The LED publisher is then responsible for separating the RGB code in its three different com-
ponents, converting it into its percentage value and placing it in the proper space of a UInt8MultiArray,
the type expected by the topic.
4.1.7 The Kinect Subscriber
As stated in chapter 2 there are various drivers and libraries to be used with the Kinect. There
are two ROS drivers for the Kinect. One is based on OpenKinect’s libfreenect and the other on
PrimeSense’s OpenNI. They both provide point clouds and can use PCL (point cloud library) but
cannot be used simultaneous. The implementations are very different and so are its benefits. ROS
recommends using OpenNI, so the OpenNI stacks were used in this project.
The openni_kinect stack contains OpenNI and Kinect drivers such as the openni_camera and
openni_tracker as well as higher level libraries like skeleton tracking.
The openni_launch package contains launch files for using the Kinect sensor in ROS. It is
responsible for transforming raw data from the device into images, point clouds or other products
suitable for visualization and processing.
There are several ways of accessing the depth at a given moment, for instance using the depth
image or the point cloud. The depth image gives a depth perspective using the pixel coordinates.
On the other hand, the point cloud representation gives the same perspective but on the world
reference frame. This means that for a given point in space, its depth image representation is given
by a brightness value, proportional to the distance, as well as the row and column where it occurs
(i, j). The point cloud also gives the distance of that point but it is a 3D representation where the x,
y and z are distances projected in the robot’s reference frame and are already converted in meters.
The Kinect subscriber is subscribed to the /camera/rgb/image_color, /camera/depth/image
and /camera/depth/points topics. In /camera/depth/points is published the point cloud for the
depth image. This point cloud is used to find the closest point to the device. As the depth is one of
the components of each point, to find the minimum depth one should go through the point cloud
and get the minimum z. The closest point is then used to make the robot follow a person or object.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the parallel plane to the Kinect that passes trough the closest point. z
represents the distance from the Kinect to the closest point and x the offset from the point to
the middle of the frame. θ2 represents the angle between the middle of the frame and x and is
calculated using equation 4.1.
θ2 = tan−1
(
x
z
)
(4.1)
This information is sent to the application in the < x,z, theta2 > format and there it is used to
calculate that point’s position in reference to the world. The node acts as a client and sends the
information to the control application, via UDP on port 4452.
This information is enough for the robot to follow any point. Regardless, if one wants to
see what the robot is following, an image must be displayed and the closest point outlined.
The images are captured from the Kinect by subscribing to the /camera/rgb/image _color and
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Figure 4.2: Closest point in reference to the robot
/camera/depth/image topics. Using cv_bridge, the interface between OpenCV and ROS, the
subscriber analyses the depth image, in search for the closest point. Finding the closest point in a
depth image gives access to the row and column (i, j) in the image. This i and j can be used to
outline the point in a depth or RGB image.
As the two images are taken from two separate cameras, the coordinates are sightly unaligned
and they need to be converted. As the cameras are separated with a known distance, the offset is
also known and the depth coordinates are converted into the RGB coordinates by an offset.
4.2 Localization Algorithm
As previously mentioned in section 2.2.1 the odometry model is very simple and straightfor-
ward, widely used in robotics to compute a robot’s position. Yet this model is flawed, accumulat-
ing errors over time, thus there is a need to reset the odometers from time to time or to perform
localization through other means.
For that reason a correction update for the odometric position was proposed and is presented
is this section.
As viewed in 2.2.1 the equations for odometry are:
p1 =
x1y1
θ1
= p0+∆p=
x0y0
θ0
+
∆s cos(θ +
∆θ
2 )
∆s sin(θ + ∆θ2 )
∆θ
= podo (4.2)
Where
p1 is the current pose
p0 is the previous pose
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∆s is the traveled path for the wheels’ axis midpoint
Figure 4.3 illustrates the robot pose in reference to the world. The variables x0 and y0 represent
the wheels’ axis midpoint and θ represents the robot’s orientation in reference to the world.
x0
y0 θ
y
x
Figure 4.3: Robot position referenced to the world
We can now talk about two positions - the real position, that is, where the robot really is, and
the estimated position, where the robot thinks it is, by estimating it through the use of odometry.
If there were no errors, then the two positions would be the same.
Figure 4.4 depicts the two positions. It is assumed that the real robot angle and the estimated
angle is the same. That is, there is no error in the θ variable.
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Figure 4.4: Real and estimated position displacement
Using the Pythagorean theorem the displacement between the two positions is calculated.
∆preal =
∆x∆y
∆θ
=
∆d cos(α)∆d sin(α)
0
 (4.3)
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To correct the position one must combine the expressions 4.2 and 4.3
pcorrected = podo+∆preal
= podo+
∆x∆y
0

= podo+
∆d cos(α)∆d sin(α)
0

(4.4)
Where
podo is the result given by equation 4.2 and represents the estimated position
∆preal is the displacement to the real position
The difficulty is to know the real position of the robot in order to correct the position. To
determine such position it is proposed the use of visual information of the distance to the line
given by the Kinect sensor.
dmes
kinect sensor
Figure 4.5: Robot angle of vision
Figure 4.5 tries to illustrate how the distance measurement from the Kinect works. The red
line represents the track line and dmes represents the measured distance. Figure 4.6 constitutes
the real view from the Kinect to support this affirmation. The wooden bar tries to represent dmes
intersecting the track line.
This dmes, the measured distance to the line, is used to calculate the displacement to correct the
robot’s position. This calculations take place in the application and will be presented in subsection
4.3.2.
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Figure 4.6: Robot angle of vision - kinect frames
4.3 Decision and Control Application
One of the improvements over the application is the position correction. That is because it is
essential for the application to know exactly where the robot is in order to compute its decisions.
The error in the odometric position was evident, as the robot viewed in the simulator was on
the desired path, whereas the real robot was clearly off path. The correction algorithm was then
implemented to update the application and then a set of new features was added to improve it and
allow more interesting demonstrations.
Starting from the existing software, the application was adjusted to simulate other courses, to
allow control of the LEDs and to be started and stopped by a remote control.
4.3.1 Simulating Distance Measures
As explained in section 4.2, the odometry correction is computed using the visual information
from the Kinect sensor. The images captured by the sensor are used to calculate the distance
between the robot and the track line and are sent to the application via an UDP socket.
The measurement of this distance was part of another student’s dissertation but was not imple-
mented, so, as these measures were not available, a software alternative was implemented where
the distance measures were simulated within the application.
As seen in figure 4.3 the robot has its position represented in the wheels’ axis midpoint. To
simulate a distance measurement we consider a perpendicular line to the robot’s orientation, pass-
ing through this position and intersecting the track line, just like in figure 4.5. This intersection
point is used to calculate the distance to the position of the robot and this latter is used as the
simulated measure.
The line intersection algorithm used to find the intersection point is described in appendix B.
A simple Pythagoras theorem can be used to calculate the distance between the track line’s
point of intersection and the robot’s position as stated in equation 4.5.
dsimulated =
√
(∆x)2+(∆y)2 =
√
(xi− xr)2+(yi− yr)2 (4.5)
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where
xi and yi are the x and y coordinates of the intersection point
xr and yr are the x and y coordinates of the robot’s position
Figure 4.7 illustrates four possible scenarios when calculating the lines’ intersection.
θ>0
dsimulated
θ<0
dsimulated
θ=90dsimulated
θ=0
dsimulated
Figure 4.7: Distance measures scenarios
The first three robots describe the most common scenarios. In these, there is an intersection
point between the robot perpendicular line and the track line, and a simulated distance is calcu-
lated.
The fourth one represents the worst case scenario because there is no intersection as the lines
are parallel. If this happens, there is no solution for the intersection and there is no point to
calculate the distance. In this case, the distance is generated in so that the robot thinks it is in the
right place and no correction is needed. This was decided because this situation occurs when the
robot has a 90 degree angle with the line, whether positive or negative. In this case the robot is
completely off his desired orientation (zero degrees) and is more important to straighten the robot
than it is to correct its position.
The algorithm used for calculating the distances can be seen in appendix C.
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4.3.2 Position correction
The position correction was implemented using the localization algorithm deduced in sec-
tion 4.2.
In each moment the application knows the robot’s pose and can estimate its distance to the
track line. That is because the track that the robot is traveling is composed of lines or circumfer-
ences as track lines. Every one of these track lines can be described by a center and a radius. If
one knows the lane radius and the robot’s trajectory radius then the difference between them can
be computed. This is explicit in figure 4.8
destimated
Rtrack
dmesured
Δd
Rrobot
Figure 4.8: Estimated distance to the line
The robot’s trajectory radius is calculated using the track line center.
Rrobot =
√
(xr− xc)2+(yr− yc)2 (4.6)
where
xc and yc are the track line center coordinates
xr and yr are the robots’ position coordinates
And the estimated distance is simply
destimated = Rtrack−Rrobot (4.7)
After estimating the distance, the difference between the estimated distance and the measured
distance is computed. This measured distance can be received using UDP sockets from the Kinect
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sensor or simulated within the application as stated in subsection 4.3.1. The equation for the
displacement is either 4.8 or 4.9 depending on where the information comes from.
∆d = destimated−dmeasured (4.8)
∆d = destimated−dsimulated (4.9)
where
destimated is the distance that the application expects to receive
dmeasured is the distance that the application actually receives
dsimulated is the distance that the application simulates
This displacement value ∆d is then used to correct the odometry position, using an equation
adapted from eq. 4.4
pcorrected = (1−a) podo+a ∆preal
= (1−a) podo+a
∆d cos(α)∆d sin(α)
0
 (4.10)
where
pcorrected is the new and corrected position
podo is the odometric position
a is the multiplicative factor
The difference between the two equations is the multiplicative factor, a, present in this equa-
tion due to the uncertainty of the measures.
Equation 4.4 presumed the real position for the robot as this latter expects a measure with
error. This way the robot is not instantaneously updated to the corrected position but converges to
it.
4.3.3 Extending the Courses
Another goal was to widen the applicability of the demonstrator to other courses. This was
achieved in two phases. Firstly, other scenarios were created in the simulator of the application.
Since the robot can be controlled by the application, the second part was to get the robot to follow
those new courses on the simulator in order to also do it in its real environment.
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4.3.3.1 Creating New Scenarios
The initial application was only able to simulate one environment, as illustrated in figure 4.9,
representing the track course for the Autonomous Driving Competition held every year at the
Portuguese National Festival of Robotics.
Figure 4.9: Initial course
Not only is this course too big for most demonstrations, as the course covers an area of 11 x
16.4m, it would also be interesting to be able to simulate other scenarios and have the robot follow
those new courses.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the proposed courses to implement and in figure 4.11 one can observe
their implementation.
Figure 4.10: Proposed scenarios
These courses are not only important for expanding the demonstrations capability but they also
serve the purpose of testing algorithms.
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Figure 4.11: Courses implemented
The first and second courses are of great interest as they allow testing the line-line intersections
and the line-circle intersections separately.
The third and fourth courses were just an extension of the previous two courses. They allow
for testing, but their mainly purpose is to be used for demonstrations.
The courses are comprised of piecewise tracks, created from only lines and circles.
4.3.3.2 Creating New Trajectories
After building the scenario, the trajectory has to be constructed in order for the robot to follow
it.
For every new course the robot must know its starting point, and from there, where it needs to
go.
The starting point is hard coded for every new course. The trajectory is traced as the midpoint
between the track lines.
Figure 4.12 represents the trajectories implemented for each course. The thicker blue line in
each trajectory represents the first segment of that trajectory.
4.3.4 LED Command
Eight RGB LEDs were placed in the robot, two at the front, two at the back and two at each
side of the robot. Their main purpose is to make the robot more appealing to the audience at
demonstrations.
When implemented the capability to follow a person, the LEDs were also used to show the
direction of the robot. The left LEDs signal when the closest point is to the left of the kinect, the
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Figure 4.12: Trajectories for each course
center LEDs for when the closest point is within a margin of the center and the right LEDs for
when the closest point is on its right.
A new unit was created, capable of communicating with the LED publisher ROS node. It acts
as a client, sending the LED command over an UDP socket on port 4451.
Figure 4.13 shows the LEDs implementation. Each of the eight LEDs can be commanded
separately but there is also a button that allows all the LEDs to be switched on at the same time,
so that all LEDs have the same color. The same button is also used to unselect them. Each LED
is represented with a toggle button so various LEDs can be selected at the same time in order to
switch on the desired number of LEDs at the same time.
There are many ways to choose a color for a LED. A bitmap containing the spectrum of colors
can be used to pick them. This is useful as a larger set of tests can be done with the LEDs, and is
also much more interesting for the audience in demonstrations. Another way to choose a color is
using the three bars in the bottom of the form to determine the red, green and blue components.
This is a more difficult way to choose a certain color but is great to show the evolution of colors.
A set of predetermined sequences was also programmed, to be used when the robot is on the
move. For instance, when the robot is going straightforward the front LEDs present a green color.
They were implemented to use within the control loop, but are also accessible by clicking in the
respective buttons on the form.
Lastly, there is a checkbox enabling a test sequence. This sequence covers a set of 216 colors
in the spectrum, denominated the "web safe colors" (see table in appendix D).
4.3.5 Follow the Closest Point
As stated before, the closest point to the Kinect is used to make the robot follow a person or
an object.
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Figure 4.13: LED command form
Alike the other implementations, a simulated and a physical implementation were developed.
4.3.5.1 Simulating the Closest Point
The closest simulated point is obtained by clicking in the desired point on the simulator. Nor-
mally this act changes the position of the robot, but in this mode a checkbox is present to temporar-
ily disable that action. In this mode the Kinect is not used, and even if it is sending information, it
will be ignored.
4.3.5.2 Received Closest Point
If we want to use the Kinect and its closest point, the message sent from the ROS’ Kinect
subscriber to the application must be transformed into coordinates of the world. The red dot in
figure 4.14 represents this point.
The next set of equations represent the conversion of x, z and θ2 into coordinates of the world.
From the analysis of the figure one can see that if the Kinect and the closest point are connected
by a straight line, a right-angled triangle is present and can be used to assist in the calculation of
the point. This line as length h and an angle θp with the x axis.
θp = θ +θ2 (4.11)
h=
√
x2+ z2 (4.12)
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Figure 4.14: Closest point in reference to the world
With these the displacement of the point can be calculated and finally the point coordinates in
the world reference.
∆x = h cos(θp) (4.13)
∆y = h sin(θp) (4.14)
xp = xr+∆x (4.15)
yp = yr+∆y (4.16)
Where
x , z and θ2 are the information received from ROS
xp and yp are the point coordinates in the world reference
xr, yr and θ are the robot’s position and angle, respectively
4.3.5.3 Follow Point
After calculating the closest point, whether simulated or received trough UDP, it is then used
to create a trajectory for the robot to follow. Without a point the robot has no trajectory because
in this scenario, no trajectory is calculated in advance at the beginning of the run. When a point
is received, all trajectories are cleared and that point is used to create a new trajectory between it
and the robot’s position. It is a straight line between the two points. There is no fixed trajectory
for the robot and it is always overwritten if a new point is received.
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4.3.6 Robot Remote Control
Another small feature implemented was the remote control, used for starting and stopping the
robot. Although the robot’s laptop monitor is a touchscreen, which allows for an easy way to
start the robot, the remote starting was implemented not only to make the starting even easier but
also for its demonstrative purposes, as any spectator could easily start the robot in a controlled
demonstration, making it more appealing.
It is a simple remote control, (fig. 4.15) common in computers, communicating with the laptop
via infrared. Using the Sdposerial component [12] the control application is able to capture the
remote’s command from the /dev/ttySL0 port and use it to start or stop the robot.
Figure 4.15: Laptop’s remote control
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Chapter 5
Results
This chapter describes the testing of the software implemented and depicted in chapter 4. A
set of conclusions are also obtained from the tests.
5.1 Tests and Results
5.1.1 ROS
Graphs are the best way to analyze the ROS layer and verify which nodes are being executed.
These graphs are obtained using the simple command:
rosrun rqt_graph rqt_graph
5.1.1.1 The Odometry Publisher and Subscriber
The odometry subscriber reads the information from the odometry topic and sends it to the
control application. To test this a publisher node was also implemented to write some information
in the topic and verify if what is read is equal to what is written.
Figure 5.1: ROS odometry graph
Figure 5.1 depicts a graph representation for the odometry nodes and in it one can see that the
subscriber is reading from /odometry topic as expected.
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5.1.1.2 The Velocity Publisher and Subscriber
In figure 5.2 is illustrated the velocity publisher and subscriber nodes. /rosout represents the
information being displayed in the window and /rqt_gu_py_node_16608 represents the graph
visualization.
Figure 5.2: ROS velocity graph
5.1.1.3 The LED Publisher
The led publisher writes the LEDs sequence in the control_led topic. serial_node is respon-
sible for switching on the LEDs depending on the command.
Figure 5.3: ROS led graph
5.1.1.4 The Kinect subscriber
The Kinect subscriber analyses the point cloud and depth image to find the closest point and
display it on an image on-screen and send the information (x, z and θ2) to the application. But
when the images were being displayed, the computer started to lag, and a simpler version, where
no visualization occurred was preferred. The distance (z) is still displayed on the command line,
and the visual information about the point is given by the control application using the LEDs.
Figure 5.4 represents the display of the closest point. At the left is displayed the depth image
with the closest point outlined. The right side represents the same scenario but from the RGB
image.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the ROS graph for the two versions of the Kinect subscriber. The
difference falls in the subscribed topics.
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Figure 5.4: Closest point visualization
Figure 5.5: ROS Kinect graph 1
Figure 5.6: ROS Kinect graph 2
5.1.1.5 The ROS layer
As stated before, some of the publishers and subscribers were only implemented for testing.
The goal was to develop the communication between the robot and the control application, through
a ROS layer.
Figure 5.7 represents the ROS layer implemented.
The commands needed to run these nodes and a brief explanation can be found in appendix E.
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Figure 5.7: ROS layer
5.1.2 Simulating Distance Measures
This section presents the tests and results obtained from the simulated distances algorithm.
5.1.2.1 Line Intersection
As stated in subsection 4.3.1, the distance measures were generated intersecting a perpendic-
ular line to the robot’s orientation with the track line. For effect of presenting results, the line
intersection algorithm was not run continuously but only when a button was pushed. This way the
line intersection is only presented a few times otherwise the success of the intersection would not
be clear.
Figure 5.8 represents the line-line intersection results for the implemented algorithm. As one
can see, the robot line intersections with the track line are marked with a circle.
Figure 5.8: Line line intersection test
Figure 5.9 represents the circle-line intersection results for the algorithm implemented. As can
be seen, the algorithm also works for circle intersections.
As seen in figure 4.7, the line created for the intersection is always perpendicular to the robot’s
orientation. That means that it is also perpendicular, at every moment, to the traveled path. The
best way to demonstrate this is with a non straight line, that is, a traveled path with error induced
along the desired trajectory.
The non ideal path is obtained by manually changing the robot’s position in runtime, simply
by clicking on the desired position on the simulator. If the robot’s position is not on the trajectory
then the application will try to correct it and the traveled path will be a non straight line, effective
to test the algorithm and to demonstrate it perpendicularity. Figure 5.10 illustrates such scenario.
The intersection is marked only in the intersection tests. When simulating the distance to use
in the localization algorithm, this intersection point is used for computations but is not marked for
visualization.
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Figure 5.9: Line circle intersection test
Figure 5.10: Non-ideal path intersection tests
5.1.2.2 Distance Simulation Results
Figures 5.11 and 5.13 represent two test runs for the robot, in order to verify the simulated
distances. Figures 5.12 and 5.14 illustrates the evolution of the simulated distances as the result of
these tests. For every test run the distances simulated were stored in a grid that was later used to
generate the respective graphics.
If the robot is ideal, then it will travel along the desired path. This path is the center of the
track, represented in light blue on the images. This means a distance of 0.375 meters to the outer
track line. Figure 5.11 depicts this ideal scenario.
As expected, the distances are represented by a straight line, as they were always 0.375 m. The
robot was always parallel to the track lines and had no error.
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Figure 5.11: Distance measures simulation test 1
Figure 5.12: Distance measures simulation graph 1
Figure 5.13 shows a scenario where the robot is not performing the ideal trajectory. The
distances to the track line will vary as the robot tries to minimize the error.
This test run was also performed with a simulated robot. The path performed by the robot was
obtained by manually changing the robot position at runtime, by simply clicking elsewhere off the
trajectory.
Since the graphic is read from left to right, it helps to have the path also starting from the left.
For that reason, figure 5.13 was horizontally mirrored. This is why the robot appears to be on the
left side of the road. The distance computed is always to the outer line, meaning that the line is
seen at the right of the robot. As the image 5.13 is mirrored that same line is seen at the left of the
robot.
In this case, the outer line is the top line, so, the farther the robot is to the top line, the bigger
the distance will be. This can be seen in figure 5.14 where the high peaks of the distance graph
represent the lower points for the robot.
The distance values obtained in both tests can be seen in appendix F.
5.1.3 Localization Algorithm and Position Correction
The localization and position correction algorithm is tested in two steps. Firstly, tests are
performed with distances received via UDP, simulating the Kinect information. Then, distances
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Figure 5.13: Distance measures simulation test 2
Figure 5.14: Distance measures simulation graph 2
are simulated within the application to test the algorithm. As no real data was available, this
algorithm was only tested with a simulated robot.
5.1.3.1 Position Correction using Received Distance Measures
As expressed in chapter 4, the distance measures from the Kinect were not available. How-
ever, the mechanism for receiving and treating the information was implemented. The application
expects to receive a string with the format {a : value;d : value} on UDP port 4446.
Using the client application mentioned before some distance measures were manually given
to the application and the results are explicit in figures 5.15 and 5.16.
5.1.3.2 Position Correction using Simulated Distance Measures
To test the position correction we start two robots in different places. One is called "perfect
robot". It gives the application the real position of the robot and is used to generate the simulated
distance measures. The other one is called "estimated robot" and represents the estimated position
of the robot, that is, where the application thinks the robot is. This estimation will be corrected
using the first robot’s information.
This perfect robot is only needed because there is no way to measure the distance with the real
robot, and therefore is used to emulate one.
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Figure 5.15: Position correction with UDP measures - test 1
Figure 5.16: Position correction with UDP measures - test 2
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These simulated distances are obtained using the perfect robot as described in section 4.3
Figure 5.17: Position correction with simulated measures - test 1
Figure 5.17 illustrates a test run for the position correction using simulated distances within
the application.
The light blue line represents the trajectory for the robot, and, as the robot is simulated it
should follow that trajectory with no error.
The red robot represents the perfect robot. It starts somewhere on the track, not exactly where
the robot thinks it is.
The red line represents the path traveled by it and starts from the robot’s initial position, that
is, with a little offset from the trajectory line. The yellow robot represents the estimated robot and
the dark blue line its traveled path.
When we first start the application the two robots are in different places, but using the per-
fect robot’s distance to the line, the estimated robot’s position is corrected to the perfect robot’s
position. This is evident by the vertical segment, in dark blue, from the estimated robot’s initial
position to the other’s.
The perfect robot’s position is artificially altered within the application while it travels by
giving it a slight offset every cycle. In the image we can attest that the estimated robot follows the
perfect robot, assuming its position.
Figure 5.18 illustrates another test run. When the robots were started we verify that the es-
timated position (initial point of the blue line, starting from the right) is corrected to the other
robot’s position (initial red line). As the robot is now updated it tries to minimize the error and
they tend to the trajectory line. An error is then set, by clicking in the application, and the position
is also update. Both robots travel back to the planed path.
This demonstrates that the position correction does help visualizing the robot’s position, hav-
ing a better aproximation that with only odometry, and helps the application make better decisions
in order for the robot to travel the desired path.
5.1.4 New Courses
As presented in chapter 4, new courses were implemented in the application. Trajectories were
also defined for the robot and tested here. The first four images represent the robot in simulation
mode and the last one in physical mode.
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Figure 5.18: Position correction with simulated measures - test 2
Figure 5.19 represents the first course implemented. The aqua line represents the trajectory
for said course and the dark blue line the traveled path by the robot. This demonstrates the ability
for the robot to follow the trajectory.
Figure 5.19: Straight course - test 1
Figure 5.20 demonstrates the same trajectory following, but errors in the path were manually
inserted. This way is possible to verify that the robot tries, in fact, to follow the desired path,
minimizing the errors.
Figure 5.20: Straight course - test 2
Figure 5.21 demonstrate the same principles but for a circle based course.
Figures 5.22 represents a test run, with the robot on physical mode. This scenario was not
initially proposed but it is adapted from a proposed one. It was necessary to implement when
testing with the real robot as this scenario represents the robotics’ lab and the center of the room
was occupied. A trajectory around it was implemented for the robot to follow.
This image shows both straight lines and circles, just as tested in the previous images in simu-
lation.
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Figure 5.21: Circle course - simulation and real robot
Figure 5.22: Island course - test 1
5.1.5 The LED Commands
The application has a new window, dedicated to the LEDs. It allows to choose the colors for
the LEDs and to send it to the ROS layer, that in turn, will be in charge of changing the color of
the LEDs.
Figures 5.23 and 5.24 represent the colors chosen for the LEDS and the results from those
commands.
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Figure 5.23: LEDs test 1 - application and robot
Figure 5.24: LEDs test 2 - application and robot
5.1.6 Follow the Closest Point
To follow the closest point, simulated or received points can be used.
5.1.6.1 Simulating the Closest Point
The simulated points are obtained by clicking somewhere in the simulator. These points are
used to create a trajectory for the robot to follow.
To test the simulated points, and for the effect of presenting results, for every new point (and
therefore trajectory) the old ones were left on the screen. This way, not erasing the old points and
trajectories, we can easily verify that these are selected and a trajectory is created between the
robot and said points. Figure 5.25 represents this test.
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Figure 5.25: Simulated closest points
5.1.6.2 Received Closest Point
The closest point is received from the ROS’ Kinect subscriber. Just as in the previous example,
the old trajectories were left on the screen to show the results. Figure 5.26 represents this test.
Figure 5.26: Received closest points
5.1.6.3 Follow Point
Firstly, the simulation mode was used to test the robot’s ability to follow a point. Afterwards,
the same method was tested with the real robot.
Figure 5.27 illustrates a test for following simulated points. From left to right we can verify
the trajectories being created and the robot following them.
Figure 5.28 represents a simulation test using the closest point received from the Kinect sub-
scriber. The vertical line was placed in the scenario only to help with visualization.
Figure 5.29 represents a test also using the closest point from the Kinect subscriber but this
time in physical mode. During this test the robot traveled around a rectangle box in the middle of
the room, as seen in figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.27: Follow point - simulated points, simulation mode
Figure 5.28: Follow point - received points, simulation mode
As the Kinect images suffer from jitter, the closest point has an erratic behavior. For this reason
it’s more complicated to control the robot using the Kinect points than with simulated points, as
from one instant to the next the point oscillates in the image and the angle is almost never zero
degrees. Nevertheless, the robot is capable of following a person, and as the LEDs indicate in
which direction the robot is moving it becomes easier to compensate this characteristic. Figure
5.30 tries to show this by having a robot trying to contour a corner, by following the indication of
a hand.
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Figure 5.29: Follow point - received points, physical mode - test 1
Figure 5.30: Follow point - received points, physical mode - test 3
5.1.7 Interesting Demonstrations
Part of the dissertation is about advancing the state of the demonstrator unit to be presentable
in demonstrations.
During the course of this dissertation the unit was updated, whether its software or its hard-
ware. The robot’s name was changed to "Conde Félix", to evidence a different robot than the
initial one. This name is perfect for demonstrations as it is more "personal" than "CondeDois" and
given its count title provides a reason to dress the robot to fit its title. These clothes function as a
way of capturing the audience’s attention.
Figures 5.31 and 5.32 illustrates the final state of the robot.
The LEDs and the remote control also work to engage the audience, as the LEDs capture their
attention.
Adding the remote control serves the purpose of involving the audience in the demonstration
as any spectator is capable of starting and stopping the robot at any given time.
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But the best way to capture the audience’s attention is by having the robot interact with them
and having it follow them around, achieved by using the Kinect’s depth sensor and its closest
point. This way, even if there is no space for a demonstration course, there is most certainly space
for a following route.
Figure 5.31: Conde Felix front view
Figure 5.32: Conde Felix side view
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5.2 Conclusions
The ROS packages were created to construct a ROS layer between the robot and the applica-
tion. It provided hardware abstraction and its packages constitute a modular interface, easier to
debug. Having the programs separated also allows for separated testing.
The simulated distance measures algorithm was implemented in order to test the localization
algorithm, as no data from real measurements were available. The line intersection algorithm
works for both line-line intersections and line-circle intersections, independent of the robot’s an-
gle. The simulated distances were also calculated and consistent with what one would expect.
The position correction was tested with simulated distances, whether received via UDP or
generated within the application. The robot’s position was updated accordingly. This allows for
the visualization of the robot to be closer to the actions in reality.
New courses were implemented in the application’s simulator, allowing testing and demon-
strations. The robot is capable of following these new courses as the previous one and both in
simulation and physical mode.
The LED commands are sent from the application to the robot, via UDP, passing through the
ROS layer, where are converted into the desired format.
Lastly, a way of performing interesting demonstrations was set, not only by the use of LEDs
to engage the audience, but also by being visually appealing, involving the audience by having a
remote control to start the robot or even control it by having it follow them around.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Achieved Goals
The robot participated in the Portuguese National Festival of Robotics. But due to electric
problems it was unable to compete in the trials. Those problems were solved and the robot was
tested in the competition track, but not in time to compete.
The ROS layer was implemented with success, allowing the robot and the Kinect sensor to
communicate with the application, while providing hardware abstraction.
A localization algorithm was proposed and implemented to correct the odometric system al-
ready used, allowing the robot to have a better understanding of its reality. A set of measures were
simulated in order to test the algorithms.
The application was adapted to simulate realistic measures otherwise received from the Kinect
sensor, in order to test the localization algorithm
A new set of courses, constructed using piecewise based tracks, was implemented and tested
widening the applicability of the demonstrator unit.
The Kinect sensor was used to follow the robot’s closest point. This not only serves the purpose
of engaging the audience, when used to follow a spectator for example, but also sets the way for
more complex closed loop behaviors.
Interesting demonstrations were attained using LEDs and remote IR starting to involve the
audience, and the Kinect vision allowed for interaction with the public.
All the improvements over the decision and control application advanced the state of the
robotic demonstrator unit
6.2 Future Work
To advance even further the state of the demonstrator one could use the skeleton tracking
feature from the Kinect to track a person. Finding a skeleton and then using its center to create a
point to follow would prevent a robot of moving towards an object closer than a person.
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Another interesting idea would be to improve the application to allow constructing courses at
runtime. This way a new course could be constructed anywhere for a demonstration. This could
be done by rearranging the sequence of the piecewise tracks as well as their sizes.
Lastly, the remote control could be used for more than just starting and stopping the robot,
such as controlling the direction of the robot.
Appendix A
UDP ports
Table A.1: UDP ports used
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Appendix B
Intersection
B.1 Line Segment Intersection
Figure B.1: Line intersection
The parametric equation for the line can be written as follows:
P= a+ t b (B.1)
where
P is any point belonging to the line
a is the starting point
b is the directing vector
t is the line parameter
Separating it into its two components:
x= ax+ t bx (B.2)
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y= ay+ t by (B.3)
To calculate if two line segments intersect first one must calculate the line intersection by
calculating t an replacing it in equation B.1
Pi = a+ t b= c+u d (B.4)
Solving for t:
t =
dx(ay− cy)+dy(ax− cx)
bx dy−by dx (B.5)
where
ax = s1x; bx = e1x− s1x
ay = s1y; by = e1y− s1y
cx = s2x; dx = e2x− s2x
cy = s2y; dy = e2y− s2y
The two segments intersect if t is comprised between 0 and 1.
B.2 Line and Circle Intersection
Figure B.2: Circle Line intersection
The equation for the circle is
(x− xc)2+(y− yc)2− r2 = c (B.6)
And the parametric equation for the line is
x= ax+ t bx (B.7)
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y= ay+ t by (B.8)
Solving for t:
t =
bx(xc−ax)+by(yc−ay)±
√
r2 (bx2+by2)− (bx(yc−ay)−by(xc−ax))2
bx2+by2
(B.9)
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Appendix C
Distance Measures Algorithm
The algorithm used for calculating the simulated distances is presented:
Figure C.1: Distance measures simulation algorithm
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Appendix D
Hex Colors Table
The next table represent the 216 web safe colors used to test the LEDS. The table is taken from
[13].
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Table D.1: 256 colors table
Appendix E
Using the ROS interface
The first thing to do when using ROS is to run roscode:
roscore
To execute the odometric, velocity and LED publishers and subscribers just execute the fol-
lowing commands. Every new command should be called in a new terminal or window.
rosrun roscom odo_sub
rosrun roscom odo_pub
rosrun roscom vel_sub
rosrun roscom vel_pub
rosrun roscom led_pub
rosrun roscom kin_sub
These nodes work on their own, but to communicate with the robot some other nodes have
to be executed as well. These last nodes are responsible for the communication with the Arduino
microcontroller, the drivers and the robot control.
rosrun rosserial_python serial_node.py /dev/ttyACM0
rosrun driver_dzr driver_dzr_velManual
rosrun c2_control c2_main_node
To connect to the kinect and view its images:
roslaunch openni_launch openni.launch
rosrun image_view image_view image:=/camera/rgb/image_color
rosrun image_view image_view image:=/camera/depth/image
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Appendix F
Simulated distance results
The simulated distance results from chapter 5 are here presented.
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66 Simulated distance results
Table F.1: Distance simulation test 1 results
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Table F.2: Distance simulation test 2 results
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